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See what's new...
A unique selection of exciting M-BraCup Innovations
with special materials that celebrates current
trends!
Fit it!

Feel it! Love it!

Dear customer,
since „Wonderbra“, MUEHLMEIER is operating on the forefront of innovative
BraCup development.
MUEHLMEIER has the BraCup solutions for modern women to offer breast
support in comfy garments.
garments Ultrafine soft and brushed cover fabrics for
cups can upgrade every foam BraCup to feel more cosy and enhance the wellbeing. For bigger breast sizes there stand ready various WireFree BraCups
which combine needed hold and comfort in balance.
balance Breast-Soothing
BraCups are the new key to the customer.
Until we can meet face-to-face again during international fairs, we will regularly
inform you and introduce you to the highlights of our newest M-TEC BraCup
developments.

Please contact us for available size range, purchase conditions and your
free samples:

Get your free samples

Meet the M-TEC BraCup Innovation Highlights for
Lingerie:
HH60557-wSS

M-TEC M-iFoam BraCup
Made of revolutionary
evolutionary toxinfree
MDI Foam (free of phenol,
formaldehyde, heavy metals)
Soft and cosy: Real Breast Feel
100% recycled PES cover fabric
Excellent moisture absorption and
high breathability

HH60552-vSS

M-TEC MetalFree Strap BraCup
Increased support instead of wire with
PES fibre sling in the underbust part
of cup
Soft foam covered with brushed
fabric inside/ outside
Very soft and comfortable
handfeel

HP59195-wSL

M-TEC MetalFree PushUp BraCup
With comfortable PES PushUp
Padding for a striking PushUp effect
Functional breathability
Classic Plunge shape for beautiful
décolleté
Soft foam with brushed PES cover
fabric

HH59196-cPP

M-TEC Real BreastSoothing
BraCup
Breast-identical Touch&Feel
Soft foam and memory foam with
ultrafine PES cover fabric
Open pockets at the inside to use
as flexible PushUp with extra
obtainable pads made of memory foam
with ultrafine PES cover fabric (HE49115cPP)

HH85025-wqs

M-TEC Sports Mono BraCup
Reliable WireFree Support for
acitve wear & athleisure styles
Outside Spacer fabric / inside birdeye
fabric
Excellent breathability
Soft and comfortable Touch&Feel

Please contact us for available size range, purchase conditions and your
free samples:

Get your free samples

Keep up high spirits. See you soon.

Your MUEHLMEIER Breastshaping - Team

Benefit from customer-friendly support:

“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop at muehlmeier.eu for samples and
small bulk orders. The perfect order platform for small
producers, wedding dress studios, start-ups and
designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás
Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting
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